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I dedicate this to the one biomedical engineer that will use some
piece of this research to create a drug treatment or mechanism
utilizing blebbing mechanics. Because out of seven billion people,
one million people have seen the word bleb, ten thousand remember
the word, one thousand know what it is, one hundred have
performed experiments or theorized about it, and there is one
biomedical engineer just waiting for it to become relevant.
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Abstract
Spangler, Eric J. M.S. The University of Memphis. August 2014. Computational
Studies of Blebbing in Model Erythrocyte Membranes. Major Professor: Dr.
Mohamed Laradji.
Blebbing, a transition in cellular structures that produces cytoskeleton free
protrusions of membrane, is a simple process with many causes. Using coarse
grained molecular dynamics methods and the erythrocyte model, we attempt to
survey these parameters using experimental results as a guide. After establishing the
model’s validity, with regard to established membrane mechanics, a mismatch
parameter, , is used to tie together the modeling and methods to make predictions
about experimental behavior. Expansions to the model, like the weak adhesion
parameter,

ℎ

and an explicit solvent, show promise in solving deﬁciencies and

gaps in understanding the blebbing and vesiculation problems. The expansions and
membrane mechanics are tied together to create a more complete picture of the
blebbing-vesiculation cycle that aﬀects erythrocytes and many other cells.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

The interface of the cell to the outside world, the lipid membrane, is a biological
structure that ﬁlters information and nutrients into and out of a variety of cellular
organisms. In animal cells, the lipid membrane is composed of a wide variety of
fatty acids, proteins, and cholesterol; their alignment and structure is driven
primarily by hydrophobic and hydrophilic sites on each molecule. Phospholipids, the
primary constituent of lipid membranes, typically arrange themselves into bilayers of
various topologies when immersed in water, but depending on concentration and
mixtures, they can also form tubes and micelles. The lipid membrane is strong
enough to withstand hours of tugging by laser trapped glass beads and ﬂexible
enough to conform into small unilamellar vesicles (SUV) of twenty nanometers [1]
up to giant unilamellar vesicles (GUV) of thirty micrometers [2]. These properties
are most visible during cell motility, especially when they move across substrates or
ﬁll extracellular matrices. Within the mobile cells, various mechanisms cause the
membrane to bulge, retract, ruﬄe, rotate, ﬁssure, and creep [3]. To aid in moving
along substrates, the cytoskeleton, an internal substructure of ﬁlaments, pushes and
pulls the membrane to move the cytoplasm and nucleus from one place to another
place. Generally, in animal cells, the cytoskeleton cortex is composed of actin,
spectrin, and myosin proteins. These cytoskeleton proteins are constantly
polymerizing into the numerous ﬁlaments that compose the cytoskeleton [4]. Other
cytoskeletal components, such as microtubules, are also present inside animal cells.
Motor proteins, such as myosin, bridge actin ﬁlaments and utilize adnosine
triphosphate (ATP) for energy; this action allows the motor proteins to walk across
ﬁlaments to tighten or loosen the cytoskeleton. Although ATP driven movement is
1

interesting, it is quite diﬃcult to study all the contributions of energy to that
particular problem [5].
Erythrocytes, red blood cells, provide a simplistic and regular equilibrium
model to study. Over their one-hundred and twenty day life cycle, they rely on
hemoglobin to transfer oxygen throughout the body. Flexibility and shape of the
erythrocyte membrane is paramount for the ability to navigate aortic valves, lung
aveolus, and the constricted capillaries that fan out within organs. Within that
time, they tend to shed vesicles and eventually break up into smaller blobs. An
intermediate phase to producing these vesicles is blebbing, whereby a piece of the
membrane protrudes until it forms a neck interface between the erythrocyte surface
and the bleb, which eventually becomes a vesicle. This equilibrium process is not
restricted to erythrocytes, but in other cells and species its model may serve diﬀerent
purposes. For cells ﬁlling an extracellular matrix, many of the gaps and pores can be
traversed by moving the bulk solvent, the cytoplasm, through a bleb, and then
following it with restructuring elements, such as actin, and primary structures, such
as the nucleus [6]. Unlike erythrocyte blebbing, the restructuring during motility is
an active process that seeks to reverse the blebbing to return the cell to its original
state. Other forms of blebbing, such as polar blebbing, also exist, but like the
extracellular matrix example, they are usually active processes [7]. Mitotic blebbing,
as in ﬁgure 1.0.1, is one of the earliest known examples. In the ﬁgure, the blebs are
at the ends on the left and right; some vesiculation is seen as well. Although they
were not refered to as blebs by the author, their description, ”small balloons of
cytoplasm”, is the deﬁnition of blebbing. Experimental studies have shown that
there are many parameters that can control blebbing, but lack the resolution to
extrapolate what occurs on the nanoscale. Scanning electron microscopes (SEM)
and scanning tunneling microscopes (STM) can view many of the nanostructures of
cells, but these methods are not dynamic enough to observe, or simply destroy,
2

Figure 1.0.1. Mitotic blebs obtained, by Strangeway [9], from very early, 1922,
optical microscopy at Cambridge. There is no scale provided, but the cells are from
chick embryos.

states we are interested in. Various dyes and tracers exist that can give an
indication of what happens during the intermediate states of proteins and lipids, but
these methods are still limited to the given microscope’s ability to resolve nanoscale
features. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) can be used to determine cellular
mechanical properties, but still need an optical microscope as a guide [8]. Given the
physical limitations of experimental work, computational calculations of known
properties can complement experiments and allow for understanding what happens
at length and time scales that are unaccessible to current experimental tools.
Various theoretical approaches exist for investigating equilibrium behavior of
lipid membranes. This includes Helfrich’s curvature energy Hamiltonian, molecular
dynamics (MD), dissipative particle dynamics (DPD), and mesh models; each can
approach various levels of coarseness in regards to substructures and energetic
modes [10]. Mesh models [11] can approach many micrometers in size and seconds in
time scale, but these models do not allow for the understanding of phenomena at the
molecular scale. Furthurmore, mesh models must rely on other Hamiltonians such as
Helfrich’s Hamiltonian for their material’s properties such as their elastic moduli.
3

The DPD approach takes many atoms into one bead and treats it as an interacting
point particle, but a problem with coarse-grained approaches, including DPD, is
that they may miss some important details such shape anisotropy of some molecules
and polarity. The MD approach can utilize fundamental properties of the most
elemental molecular constituent, i.e. the atoms, but atomistic molecular dynamics,
performed with current generation computers, can only reach simulation scales of
tens of nanometers and nanoseconds at best. Coarse-grained MD is similar to DPD
in that it can treat groups of atoms as a single particle and reach several hundred
nanometers and microseconds on current generation computers. Typical approaches
range from more ﬁne to more coarse, such as Chemistry at Harvard Macromolecular
Mechanics (CHARMM) [12] and Assisted Model Building and Energy Reﬁnement
(AMBER) [13], Martini [14], and Cooke-Deserno-Kremer’s model [15]. In the present
thesis, I will use an implicit solvent MD approach developed by Laradji’s group [16].
Computer simulations, such as DPD and MD, can also be regarded as
alternative experiments with non-existing experimental artefacts, and which are able
to extract short time-scale and length-scale information that may not be obtainable
in experiments. Futhermore, computer simulations allow to extract physical
properties without aﬀecting the sample. They also allow to pause time, modify the
system parameters, and revisit previously acquired data. Measurements taken from
the simulation can be compared to each other or experimental results, and if needed,
corrections to simulation parameters can be extracted from these comparisons with
relative ease. Pausing and modifying the simulation partway through can be utilized
to simulate a physical change in the sample, such as a chemical, mechanical, or
thermal change. Revisiting parts of the simulation is heavily augmented by the
ability to change perspective or statistical rate for the entire sample or just a single
element of a molecule. Better statistics can be attained by repetition of certain
simulation conditions or scanning systematically through a ﬁeld of parameters. Of
4

course, there are disadvantages of computer simulations. These include the
approximate model used and the constraints that might introduce artifacts or
discontinuities to calculations and measurements. Once many of the details are
scaled properly to dimensionless constants, the results can be analyzed for their
relationships with experimental results to determine their feasibility as nanoscale
mechanisms. The results from this study will help in understanding the intermediate
stages of vesicle ﬁssion as a function of the ﬂexibility of the membrane and elasticity
of the cytoskeleton cortex.
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Chapter 2
Erythrocyte Structure and Theory

Much of the erythrocyte activity is centered around oxygen transport between lung
tissue and other organs. During its one-hundred-twenty day life span, the
erythrocyte steadily loses membrane area through vesicles that are shed. Using
fractionation and protein sequencing, Boseman et al., shows that these vesicles tend
to contain actin but no spectrin or ankyrin [17]. This tends to support the idea that
while the vesicles shed contain some of the cytoplasm material, they lack the
necessary components to polymerize the cytoskeleton cortex. What is left over in
the erythrocyte are the components to repolymerize the cytoskeleton. Further
studies of echinocytes, which are defective erythrocytes that have evenly spaced
spike like projections similar in appearance to blebs as seen in 2.0.1, show that
mutations in known cytoskeleton regulating genes can aﬀect the defects [18].
2.1 Structure
The cytoskeleton of an erythrocyte is nearly a hexagonal lattice with four to six
spectrin ﬁlaments joined at a junction, composed of actin and band4.1 proteins, that
is strongly connected to a transmembrane protein, a glycophorin structure [19], and

the length of each lattice leg is roughly 200nm [7]. Along the length of each ﬁlament

are ankyrin proteins that have a weaker attachment to the band3 transmembrane

protein, but overall, the cytoskeleton of an erythrocyte is bound much more strongly
to the membrane than in many other cells [20]. This ankyrin protein tends to break
and reconnect with the band3 protein, allowing other membrane proteins to pass [5].
The membrane itself is a unilamellar bilayer with a myriad of proteins, and
the cytoskeleton tends to be stiﬀer in comparison to the membrane. Compared to
6

Figure 2.0.1. SEM image by Bjork et al. [18] of older erythrocytes, known as
echinocytes, showing spike-like protrusions. The scale in the bottom left is 5�m.
other cell’s cytoskeletons, such as ﬁbroblasts and endothelial cells, the erythrocyte’s
cytoskeleton is much more regular, and in regards to size, the erythrocyte’s spectrin
rich cytoskeleton is much thinner, 5nm to 30nm thick [19], than other actin rich
cytoskeleton cortexes that are 8 to 9 layers deep, 50 [7] to 100nm [21] thick.

2.2 Theory
During the life cycle of the red blood cell, it slowly depletes ATP until it runs out.
Once it runs out, it undergoes eryptosis, programmed cell death, and blebs to allow
its cytoplasm constituents to be conveniently packaged for macrophages to reabsorb
and reutilize. Certain protein activities and molecules, like the ﬁlament depletion in
ﬁgure 2.2.1 and the blebbistatin molecule [22], can also cause global and local bleb
responses within a cell [23]. Invasion of malaria parasites can cause blebbing in
erythrocytes, as shown in ﬁgure 2.2.2, due to elimination of spectrin and actin
cytoskeleton elements; although when the parasites separate from the host, they
break free of the membrane, leaving the vesicles behind [24]. In other cells,
7

Figure 2.2.1. (left) Fluorescence microscopy of a melanoma cell which is deﬃcient
in actomyosin by Charras et al. [6]. Myosin is labeled in green-yellow and the lipid
bilayer is labeled in red. (Right) SEM micrograph of same cells by Charras, et
al. [6]. Scale bars are 5�m in length.
programmed cell death is refered to as apoptosis. Cell death signalling is usually
done by either transmembrane proteins from other cells, like lymphocytes, or
through internal signalling via exposure to mitochondria intermembrane proteins.
Apoptotic blebbing, unlike many other forms of blebbing, creates blebs in all
directions until the cytoskeleton collapses completely. The resulting vesicles, known
as apoptotic bodies, are then engulfed by macrophages. Large scale failure of
apoptosis in multicellular organisms usually results in cancer and tumor growth [5].
Changes in the environment can also lead to blebbing in erythrocytes and
other cells. A global environmental change can be modiﬁcation of the osmotic
pressure, when an imbalance of a solute, such as glucose, causes solvent to move
inside or outside the cell. This sudden change in solvent volume forces the membrane
tension to increase, with regard to the cytoskeleton, and it attempts to change
shape; usually this results in lysis, membrane disociation and non-programmed cell
death, following blebbing [7]. Certain adaptations of animal cells may allow the
cytoskeleton to adapt to the new cell volume, without lysis [3], but under many
8

Figure 2.2.2. Optical microscopy (4 left frames) and ﬂourescence microscopy
(right frame), by Glushakova et al., of a malaria-infested erythrocyte [24].
According to the authors, the swelling is caused by immature parasites from an
overexposure to light. Scale bars are 5�m in length.

other blebbing conditions, like mitotic blebbing, cell volume is conserved during the
process. Part of the reason for the need for volume conservation is that the
membrane, while quite ﬂexible, is very resistant to stretching. Typically, stretching
cell membrane areas by only four percent is enough to cause it to cause lysis [20].
Another experimental modiﬁcation, laser ablation, causes a local section of
cytoskeleton to depolymerize. The passive cell response is a bleb that swells just
over the patch that has been ablated, and unlike large osmotic pressure diﬀerences,
it usually doesn’t result in lysis. Once the cell realizes it’s cytoskeleton is broken, it
repolymerizes its network, reconnects with the membrane, and contracts the
bleb [21]. This extension is non-linear, as shown in ﬁgure 2.2.3. Mechanical forces,
like optical bead traps that form membrane tether tubes, can also result in
detatchment from the stiﬀ cytoskeleton cortex, and the tethers themselves provide
other information as well, such as membrane rigidity and cell volume. Interestingly,
the tethers form with constant force until excess membrane area is used up, and this
excess membrane area seems to be in excess of the membrane area stored in
ﬂuctuations suggesting that there are membrane area reservoirs [20].
An accurate estimate for the blebbing transition energy can be made,
assuming the cellular membrane has a low bending and high stretching modulus
9

Figure 2.2.3. Bleb front and velocity determined from optical microscopy of a
GFP-transfected cell [23].
making it much easier to bend than it is to stretch, and the cytoskeleton has a low
stretching and bending modulus [25]. This transition can be assumed to occur over
a single cytoskeleton mesh element, a corral, with a patch of membrane above
it [26]. In this model, the corral stretching is a bit like an entropic Hookean spring
network that underpins ﬂexible membrane patches, and placing the springs under
stress causes the membrane to buckle. On a homogeneous liposome, the mismatch
ratio,

/

becomes insigniﬁcant, giving
ℎ

1
=
2

(0)

(

(0)

−1

)

2

+ 8��,

where the corral stretching modulus is , and the corral rest area is

(2.1)
(0)

. For a

liposome with a single bleb, the cytoskeleton has no stress and the free energy is
= 16��
where

and

mismatch ratio,

(

1−

(0)

8�

2

−

2

8�

2

)

,

(2.2)

are the radius of the liposome and bleb respectively. Using the
=

/

(0)

, and setting
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=

ℎ,

we ﬁnd that the blebbing

transition line has the form
∗

assuming the number of corrals,

≈1+

√

16��

(0)

,

(2.3)

, is large. Once the bleb is formed, it can

pinch oﬀ and become a vesicle, allowing the liposome’s cytoskeleton to remain
relaxed, and the process can continue once again as the cytoskeleton stiﬀens again.
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Chapter 3
Model and Methods

To study nanoscale equilibrium mechanics of membranes, the model of choice in this
study is a coarse grained molecular dynamics model developed by Revelee et al. [16].
Lipids are simulated by three beads with hydrophobic beads to represent the tails
and hydrophilic beads representing the heads (see ﬁgure 3.2.1). The cytoskeleton is
represented by one of two conﬁgurations depending on the parameters that are
studied. For permanent anchors, polymer junctions are connected via harmonic
bonds to a transmembrane protein with hydrophilic ends and hydrophilic middle
(see (a) in ﬁgure 3.2.2). For weak adhesion, polymer junctions are attracted, via a
low

ℎ,

to the lipid head groups (see (b) in ﬁgure 3.2.2). In addition to the

implicit solvent model, an explicit solvent model is also explored for the eﬀect of
solvent pressure on the formation of blebs.
3.1 Hamiltonian
At a particular time, , the state of the system can be described by a Hamiltonian,
ℋ =
where

is the total kinetic energy, ∑

+
2

1
2

,

(3.1)

, and

is the total potential energy.

The total potential acting on a particle, , due to nearby, , and bonded particles,
and , is the sum,
=

∑
,

(, )
0 ( ,

)+

∑
,

(, )
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(

,

)+

∑
, ,

(, ,)

(⃗ , , ⃗ , ),

(3.2)

with

= |⃗ , | where ⃗ , = ⃗ − ⃗ in which ⃗ and ⃗ are positions of particles and ,

,

respectively. The ﬁrst constituent is a short range, piece-wise continuous potential,
(, )
0 (

(, )

where

(

) = −2

)

(, ) (

( , ) ( − )3
( −
)3

2

+3

− )2

+

(, )

0

/�,

is the distance of

≤

if

( , ) ( − )2
( −
)2

is the depth of the potential below zero

potential above zero
and

−

(, )

< ≤

if

>

if

(, )

/�,

(, )

.

,

,

(3.3)

is the height of the

from the center of a bead,

is the cutoﬀ distance. The potential itself can represent a DPD like repulsive

force or an attractive Van der Waals like force, shown in ﬁgure 3.1.1, through
modiﬁcation of the range

(, )

≤0≤

(, )

. The black line in ﬁgure 3.1.1 corresponds

to a purely repulsive potential usually used between head particles, and the red line
corresponds to an attractive, or Van der Waals like, potential usually used between
tail particle pairs; the dotted blue line simply marks the division between attractive
and repulsive, negative and positive respectively, regimes of the potentials.
Typically,

(, )

< 0 for tail-tail or anchoring interactions and

(, )

= 0 for

everything else. Bonding and bending interactions between permanently bonded
particles are provided by harmonic potentials
(, )

and

(, ,)

where

and � ,

,

,

(⃗ , , ⃗ , ) =

is the bond strength,

,

( )=
�,

,

2

( −

,

)2

(3.4)
⃗, ⋅ ⃗

2

cos(� , , ) −
,
2 (
|⃗ , ⋅ ⃗ , | )
,

is the bond length, � ,

,

,

(3.5)

is the bending strength,

is the preferred bending angle of the vectors.

To speed up computations of the non-bonded pairwise interactions, a cell
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Figure 3.1.1. This is the form of the potential as per

data structure, similar to the Verlet list [27] data structure, is used to reduce the
number of neighboring particle queries. Each particle in the cell data structure is
collected into a seperate linked list per cell, where each cell is deﬁned by the unique
hash function

( , , )=

+

=

with a number of cells

coordinate into a short span
system’s box

/

+

=

(

/

that converts every particle’s

) such that each span ﬁts into our
=

(

/ ).

3.2 Implicit Solvent Hamiltonian Parameters
For a plain liposome or lipid bilayer in an implicit solvent environment, our
conservative potentials,

(, )

=

−6�

ℎ

0�
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ℎ

0�

0�

(3.6)

Figure 3.2.1. (a) The coarse graining of the lipid into three beads. The
hydrophilic region is represented by one red bead near the top and the hydrophobic
region is represented by the two blue beads near the bottom. (b) The interactions
inside and between each lipid. Within the lipid, 1 and � represent the bonding
and bending of beads, respectively. Interactions between the head particle of the
right most lipid with the adjacent lipid, represented by 2 , are the non-bonded
,
interactions, 0 .
and
(, )

=

ℎ

200� 100�

ℎ

(3.7)

100� 100�

are chosen in such a way that the tail particles can self aggregate to form a bilayer
in ﬂuid phase, see section 3.9, instead of a miscelle,

≤ −6.4�, or a gas,

≥ −4.2�. Lipid molecules are semi-rigid chains of three particles (see

ﬁgure 3.2.1). Each lipid molecule has a bond length,

= 0.7

, and harmonic

bonding strength,

= 100�, between connected particles to maintain lipid length

bending strength, �

= 100�, is nearly the same as the bonding strength. Although

and compressibility. For rigidity, the bending angle, �

= �, is ﬂat and the

these lipids have the ability to self aggregate into a vesicle, their initial placement is
in a spherical region near the center of the simulation box. In order to reach nearly
equidistant placement of lipids in the spherical region, they are placed in a helical
arrangement starting at one of the poles and ending at the opposite pole [28].
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Figure 3.2.2. (a) Cutaway of a liposome, where hydrophobic and hydrophilic
sections of lipids in blue and red respectively, with cytoskeleton exposed.
Cytoskeleton has junctions, black, connecting spectrin ﬁlaments, yellow, with a
harmonic bond to a transmembrane anchor, where hydrophobic and hydrophilic
sections are green and orange respectively. (b) Same as (a), but the junctions have
a weak adhesion to the hydrophilic head groups instead of a harmonic bond to a
transmembrane anchor. These anchors are thermodynamically reversible as the
cytoskeleton relaxes.
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Transmembrane protein liposomes, as shown in (a) of ﬁgure 3.2.2, have
conservative interactions as follows:

(, )

−6�

ℎ

=

ℎ

0�

0�

0�

0�

0�

ℎ

0�

�

0�

−6�

0�

0�

0�

−6�

0�

0�

0�

0�

0�

0�

0�

0�

0�

0�

0�

0�

0�

0�

0�

�

0�

0�

0�

0�

0�

(3.8)

0�

0�

0�

and
ℎ

(, )

200� 100� 100� 100�

ℎ

=

�

100�

100� 100� 100� 100�

100�

100�

100� 100� 100� 100�

100�

100�

200� 100� 100� 100�

100�

100� 100� 100� 100�

�

200�

100�

100� 100� 100� 100�

100�

100�

(3.9)

100�

100�

The anchors’ attraction to the hydrophobic region of the lipids is chosen simply
because their hydrophobic region needs to be similar to lipids’ hydrophobic
interactions to maintain connectivity. The spectrin network uses the same bonding
and bending properties as the lipids, where
�

−

ℎ

ℎ

=�

=

ℎ

=

= 100�.

−

ℎ

=

ℎ

=

= 100� and �

ℎ

−

ℎ

=�

=

= 0.7

= � and

and

The spectrin network design starts with the junctions. First, twelve junctions

are placed on an icosahedron. next, the junctions are tessellated with new midpoints
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to a particular depth, usually twice to give 162 anchors, while being projected onto a
sphere. Finally, a number of cytoskeleton monomers are placed in between the
tessellated anchors to complete the spectrin network. The transmembrane anchors
are simply two nearby lipids that are bonded near each other through the membrane
and with the spectrin network.
The weak adhesion model is simpler than the transmembrane model, and
essentially has the same spectrin network connections minus the transmembrane
anchor. The conservative interactions,

(, )

= ℎ

ℎ

−6�

0�

0�

0�

0�

0�

and

0�

0�
ℎ

0�

0�

ℎ

0�

0�

0�

(3.10)

0�

ℎ

(, )

include an adhesion term,

= ℎ

ℎ

200� 100� 100� 100�

100� 100� 200� 100� ,

100� 200� 200� 100�

(3.11)

100� 100� 100� 100�

< 0�, between the junction particles and the lipid

head groups. This particular model allows for thermally ﬂuctuating attachments

and breaks, in an attempt to simulate the dynamics of adhesion in an underlying
spectrin or actin network.
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3.3 Explicit Solvent Hamiltonian Parameters
Although limited testing was done, the conservative interactions

(, )

=

−6�

ℎ

0�

0�

=

ℎ

ℎ

0�

0�

0�

−24�

0�

0�

−24�

0�

0�
ℎ

(, )

0�

0�

0�

0�

and

ℎ

0�
ℎ

0�

0�

0�

0�

0�

0�

0�

0�

200� 100�

100�

100� 100�

100� 200�

200�

100� 100�

100� 100�

100�

100�

100� 100�

100� 100�

200�

100�

(3.12)

100� 100�

(3.13)

100� 100�
0�

seem to work, and all the bonding and bending interactions are the same as the weak
adhesion model. Solvent density was set to 1.786

−3

by trial and error and a better

estimate needs to be determined. In ﬁgure 3.3.1, the density proﬁles of the lipids
head groups, lipid tail groups and solvent are shown for a planar bilayer. Density
proﬁles for both cases of implicit (solid lines) and explicit solvent (dashed lines) are
shown in ﬁgure 3.3.1. This ﬁgure nicely shows that the proﬁles for both implicit and
explicit solvents are practicially identical, and that the bilayer is impermeable to the
solvent. The densities of the lipid head groups and tail groups are slightly higher in
the presence of explicit solvent due to the solvent pressure induced on the bilayer.
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Figure 3.3.1. Solid red and blue lines are the densities of the heads and tails,
respectively, of an implicit solvent bilayer. Dashed violet and green lines are the
densities of the heads and tails, respectively, of the explicit solvent bilayer. The
solvent is shown by the dashed yellow line. Note that the explicit solvent bilayer
is a little more dense and compressed.
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3.4 Molecular Dynamics with a Langevin Thermostat
To move particles in our model, we used Langevin dynamics. A particle is moved
using the following equations of motion,
⃗ ( ) = −∇

− � ⃗ ( ) + ⃗ ( ),

(3.14)

⃗ = ⃗,

(3.15)

where ⃗ and ⃗ are the position and velocity of particle , respectively, and

is its

mass of particle. The ﬁrst term in the right-hand side of equation (3.14) is the
conservative force on particle due to nearby particles including particle that are

bonded to , and ∇ = ( �� , �� , �� ). The second term in equation (3.14) is the
dissipative force on , where � is its friction coeﬃcient, and ⃗ is a random force on

pareticle , with zero mean and uncorrelated in time or for diﬀerent particles,
⟨ ⃗ ( )⟩ = 0,

⟨

⃗ ( ) ⋅ ⃗ ( ′) = 6
⟩

� � , �( − ′ ).

(3.16)

(3.17)

Equation (3.17) takes into account the dissipation-ﬂuctuation theorem [29] in order
to ensure that the system achieves thermal equilibrium.
[0,̂ ⃗

The particle position boundary condition, for ⃗ , is periodic and limited to
), where ⃗

is the longest vector length ﬁt inside a box. Random

numbers are chosen based on the Mersenne Twister algorithm discussed in
section 3.6. The time unit,

=

( /�)1/2 , and units of energy are scaled by �.
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3.5 Velocity-Verlet Integration
Typically, integration methods rely on simple Taylor expansions to integrate the
equations of motion for each particle, and there are a variety of integration methods
from ﬁrst order expansion methods, like Euler integration, and beyond, such as
Runge-Kutta integrations [30]. The only reason one might need higher order
methods is for increased accuracy, to

(Δ 4 ) versus

(Δ ) terms in Runge-Kutta and

Euler methods respectively, in particle path determination. In the present study, the
equations of motion are numerically integrated using the velocity-Verlet
algorithm [27], which is a second-order expansion method with an error is of order
(Δ 2 ).

⃗ ( + Δ ) = ⃗ ( ) + ⃗ ( )Δ +
⃗( +Δ )= ⃗( )+

1
⃗ ( )Δ 2 ,
2

⃗( )+ ⃗( +Δ )
Δ,
2

(3.18)

(3.19)

where is the current time and Δ is a time step. ⃗ ( ) is the acceleration of particle
. Unlike DPD simulations, there is no need to calculate the velocity for the next

calculation step of particle forces within Langevin dynamics. Throughout this work
the time step used in the integration is Δ = 0.02 . We note that a larger time step

may lead to numerical instabilities, while a very small time step will translate into a
considerable amount of simulation time. In order to ensure that the chosen time
step is appropirate, we calculated the kinetic energy probability distribution for the
case of a planar bilayer without solvent composed of 10000 lipid molecules and at a
temperature

= 3�/ . This distribution is shown in ﬁgure 3.5.1 together with the

theoretical Maxwell-Boltzmann energy state probability distribution [31]
( )=

2√

√�(

)3
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exp −
(

.
)

(3.20)
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Figure 3.5.1. Numerically measured kinetic energy normalized probability
distribution (green line) versus the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution (dotted red
line) given by equation (3.20).

This ﬁgure shows that very nicely, the numerical and theoretical distribution match
almost exactly, which is gratifying.
3.6 Random Number Generation

Random numbers are chosen in the range [0, 1] via the Mersenne Twister

(MT19937) pseudo random number generator algorithm. The MT19937 algorithm is
a good choice due to its long period, 219937 − 1, 623 dimensional property, and its
presence in the recent c++11 standard library; although, the version used was

originally written by Richard J. Wagner from the University of Michigan based on
code written by the algorithms’ inventors, Makoto Matsumoto and Takuji

Nishimura [32]. An integer seed, among (0, 232 ), is chosen at the beginning of each

simulation and random numbers are chosen every time step for every component of
every particle. It is important to note that random number sequences become
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independent if the number of particles is changed, and results may change
drastically if either of these properties are modiﬁed between simulations.
3.7 Constant Tension Simulation
To estimate the value of our length scale

in terms of microscopic experimental

length scales, we devise a numerical simulation approach of a lipid bilayer with
connstant pressure. To achieve this we use a hybrid approach where particles are
moved using Langevin molecular dynamics and where the system size is let to
ﬂuctuate using the Metropolis Monte Carlo approach [33]. We recall that the
eﬀective Hamiltonian of a system with ﬂuctuating sizes along three principal axes is
given by [34],

ℋ

=ℋ −

ln(Λ Λ Λ ),

is the number of particles in our system and Λ

where

(3.21)
is the length of the

system along some coordinate, and ℋ is our state’s Hamiltonian. A ﬂuctuation,
⃗=

where
[−�

,�

and

(

,

,

(Λ +

)(Λ +

))

(3.22)

are each independent random numbers in the range

], is made to the the volume,

(Λ , Λ , Λ ) →

(

(Λ +

)(Λ +

,
) ))
(3.23)

(Λ ( ), Λ ( ), Λ ( )) = Λ ( )Λ ( )Λ ( ),

(3.24)

), (Λ +

), Λ +
(
(Λ +

resulting in a new state and eﬀective Hamiltonian, ℋ → ℋ . Fluctuations along x
and y directions are coupled by constant initial volume,
(Λ (0), Λ (0), Λ (0)) =
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to make up for the lack of solvent in the system, and it should be noted that
combining the constant volume condition with the eﬀective Hamiltonian simpliﬁes
the calculation tremendously. The new Hamiltonian is compared to the previous
state’s Hamiltonian by a state probability ratio and Boltzmann factor,
−(ℋ − ℋ )
( )
= exp
,
(
)
( )

(3.25)

where there exists conditions to accept the ﬂuctuation,
if then

else

→

( )
( )

→

end if

≥1

if� >

if� ≤

( )
( )
( )
( )

in which � is a random number deﬁned along [0, 1) using the MT algorithm [32].

Using the aforementioned Monte Carlo method, it is found that lipids in our

implicit solvent model have a preferred area per lipid of 0.645

solvent model has an arial density of 0.598

2

2

, and our explicit

. Edholm et al. provides an aggregate

sampling of atomistic MD measurements for unmixed
dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine, DPPC, lipids in ﬂuid phase that shows the
preferred area per lipid is 0.64nm2 [35], giving us very nearly 1nm/
implicit solvent tests and slightly over 1.03nm/

for the

for the explicit solvent tests.

Thickness of our model membrane is measured to be in the range of 4 to 5 nm,
nearly the thickness of a typical DPPC lipid membrane.

3.8 Diﬀusion
The time scale can be obtained from the self-diﬀusion coeﬃcient,

0,

of a lipid

particle in a planar bilayer. The mean square displacement, ⟨ 2 ⟩, of a lipid during a
25

span of time, , is given by [36]

⟨ 2⟩ = 4

0

,

(3.26)

which is derived from the second moment of Gaussian probability distribution of
displacements,

( , )=

1
4�

exp −
( 4

2

)

,

(3.27)

itself a solution of the diﬀusion equation,
� ( , )
=
�

∇2 ( , ).

(3.28)

The measured diﬀusion constant in our implicit solvent simulation,
0

≈ 0.016248

2

/ at a simulation temperature of 3�/ , sets the time scale,

assuming it is on the order of

0

≈ 10−12 m2 /s of a ﬂuid bilayer at 297 kelvin [37], to

≈ 16.248ns. In the explicit solvent simulation, the measured diﬀusion coeﬃcient is

0.016246

2

. Simulation times typically run the gamut from 104 to 106 ,

corresponding to 163.25�s and 16.248ms respectively.

3.9 Temperature
Of course, diﬀusion only sets a single reference point to temperature without
knowledge of temperature scale, and to ﬁnd this scaling, the behavior of the critical
point for the ﬂuid-gel phase transition was explored [38]. Gel phase, previously
studied by Revalee et al. on an implicit solvent model with four beads per lipid [16],
is a phase whereby lipids assume a lattice arrangement and self diﬀusion nearly
vanishes.
To study this critical point behavior, the implicit solvent model in section 3.2
is used at a variety of vesicle temperatures and sizes, and the results are elaborated
on in appendix A. For vesicles below 32

in diameter, the size created a signiﬁcant

depression of the critical point, and this anomalous size eﬀect behavior might even
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aﬀect ﬂuid phase for some systems with regards to membrane rigidity. The gelling
temperature is found to occur at

≈ 2.694�/

for large vesicles and ﬂat

membranes, which conﬁrms that the simulation temperature of 3�/

is well above

the gelling point.

3.10 Explicit Solvent Hydrostatics and Viscosity
Several of the simulations are performed with an explicit solvent. It is noted that a
simulation of a lipid vesicle with an explicit interacting solvent is computationally
very costly as compared to a simulation of the same vesicle with implicit solvent.

Indeed, a system composed of 100 000 lipids with explicit intracting solvent takes 13
times that of the same vesicle with implicit solvent only. We therefore devised an

alternative approach of an ideal solvent which interacts with the lipid particles. The
interaction parameters of this solvent are presented in section 3.3.
The eﬀect of solvent in the Langevin model with implicit solvent [39] on the
lipid membrane is manifested by the disspative and random forces. As a result, the
volume inside the lipid vesicle is not constrained. Both hydrodynamics and
hydrostatic eﬀects cannot therefore be accounted for correctly by an implicit solvent.
While accounting for hydrodynamics necessitates an explicit solvent with
solvent-solvent interactions, hydrostatics can be achieved by using an explicit but
non-interacting solvent. In this case, the hydrostatic pressure resuts from scattering
of solvent particles with the lipid particles, which can be adjusted by the number
density of the solvent. In ﬁgure 3.10.1, the density proﬁle of the solvent around a
test particle that interacts with the solvent. This ﬁgure shows that the interaction
between the tracer and solvent does indeed lead to exclusion of the solvent from the
test particle. Furthermore, the lack of oscillations in the solvent proﬁle is indicative
of the lack of solvent-solvent interactions. One can also control in our model the
solvent viscosity by adjusting the friction coeﬃcient �
27

for solvent particles. Using
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Figure 3.10.1. Density proﬁle of solvent near a tracer particle. The densities are
an aggregate of 400 conﬁgurations with various � , showing the eﬀective radius
does not depend on the solvent viscosity but rather the solvent density, as expected.
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Figure 3.10.2. Measured viscosity of a tracer moving through an explicit solvent.
The inset shows the same graph with a horizontal linear axis rather than a
logarithmic axis.

the fact that the diﬀusion coeﬃcient of a spherical tracer particle of radius

solvent with viscosity � is given by [27, 40],
=

6��

in a

.

(3.29)

In order to obtain the solvent viscosity, a tracer bead that interacts with only

the solvent and constant friction coeﬃcient �
solvent ﬁlled system with a density of 1.72

considering its radius as

= 0.85013

−3

= 1.0�/

2

is placed into a

. Using equation (3.29), and

(see ﬁgure 3.10.1) we then extract the

solvent’s viscosity as a function of the solvent friction coeﬃcient, �

, shown in

ﬁgure 3.10.2. The measured viscosity of this tracer (points in ﬁgure 3.10.2) is due to
both the damping of the implicit heat bath, the red (dotted) line representing
constant �

, and the explicit solvent, �

29

. The green (dotted and dashed) line in

ﬁgure 3.10.2 is the viscosity of the implicit heat bath in which the solvent particles
move. The points are derived from the measured diﬀusion values of ﬁfty tracer
simulations each in solvent that has a density of 1.728

−3

. The blue line (dashed) is

a linear ﬁt such that � = 6�1 + 0.21715 �6� . Noteably, at lower explicit solvent

damping, the constant implicit solvent damping becomes more dominant, but at
higher explicit solvent damping, the eﬀect of the explicit solvent becomes more
dominant.
The viscosity of this solvent, using the time and length scales of the system in

sections 3.8 and 3.7 with �

= 1�/

approximately 4.67484 × 10− 12

2

2

, on a tracer, where �

= 1�/

2

, is

/ , or about 2 × 105 times less viscous than water,

and while this seems to be an ineﬀective solvent, it helps show how pressure alone
aﬀects the formation of the bleb.

3.11 Volume Diﬀerentiation
To utilize diﬀerent viscosities, or even osmotic pressures, for solvent regions, there
must be a way to separate them. One method is to label the solvent from the start
as inner and outer, but unfortunately, this method does not properly couple our
deﬁnition of solvent and solvent space into a simple form. To distinguish between
inner and outer solvents, we can attempt to create a smooth path [30], ∮ �

of small displacements, ⃗ = (
�

,

,

), throughout a connected solvent space,

⋅ ⃗,

, that meets the starting point again to create a closed path. The discretized

end to end vector of this closed path,
∑

(�

⋅ Δ ̂, �

⋅ Δ ,̂ �

⋅ Δ )̂ = ⃗

,

(3.30)

usually has a length of zero, but under periodic boundary conditions there are long
paths passing through boundaries that represent combinations of components in
⃗

, also known as a fundamental group in topology [41]. Closed paths with
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these end to end lengths can be thought of as exterior, in that they have an
accessible length from zero to inﬁnity. Closed paths with zero end to end lengths
only are interior because they have a maximum accessible length. This is our
splitting condition for solvent spaces, and a signiﬁcant speed improvement, from
( 3 ) to

( 2 ), can be made by attempting to access only closed paths in slices near

the membrane-solvent interface, similar to equating the path integral to a surface
integral under Stoke’s theorem.
Although, one must avoid assuming that this periodic space is simply

connected for membrane topologies that connect back onto themselves due to the
ambiguity of inner and outer space deﬁnitions, and also note that this method does
not directly work on unbounded space due to the lack of stopping condition. A
similar method is used to look for defects in crystal lattices [42], and the only major
diﬀerence is that we assume the solvent regions are defects. A simple implementation
of this algorithm, for simply connected shapes, can be found in appendix B.
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Chapter 4
Results And Discussion

4.1 Kinetics of Blebbing Induced by Contraction of the Cytoskeleton
In order to initialize blebbing, a stretched cytoskeleton is apposed to the inner side
of an equilibrated uniform vesicle. The cytoskeleton is therefore initially taught.
Depending on the potential energy of the initial conﬁguration of the cytoskeleton,
the vesicle may undergo blebbing. If the cytoskeleton is initially too taught, the
system will reduce its free energy through a uniform contraction of the cytoskeleton.
Figure 4.1.1 depicts a vesicle with an initially taught cytoskeleton undergoing
blebbing as a result of a uniform contraction of the cytoskeleton. Figure 4.1.3 shows
the average anchor-anchor distance as a function of time during blebbing, showing
contraction of the cytoskeleton. Figure 4.1.1 shows that blebs are small protrusions
during the early stages of the process, but coarsen as a function of time.
Figure 4.1.1(b) also shows that one one protrusion to the right disappears instead of
growing. This behavior is due to the competitive interplay of blebs for the lipids in
the vesicle’s reservoir. For many systems, kinetics and phase behavior of the vesicle
depends strongly on a dimensionless mismatch ratio deﬁned as
ﬁgure 4.1.1,

= 1.95.

The process of bleb formation is diﬀerent when

case of a vesicle with a diameter of 160

=

/

0

, and for

is high. For example, in the

and a cytoskeleton grafted inside as

before, a contraction of the cytoskeleton corresponding to

= 2.60 leads to

elongated buckled regions meandering between cytoskeleton anchors. In this case,
blebs coalesce leading to a reduction of the number of blebs with time, as shown in
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Figure 4.1.1. Uniform cytoskeletal contraction blebbing progression where (a) 3
000 , (b) 10 000 , (c) 20 000 , (d) 30 000 , and (e) 60 000 . The liposome is
initially 134
in diameter and has a cytoskeleton rest area of 92 2 per each of
the 320 corrals.
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Figure 4.1.2. Time sequence of a vesicle of initial diameter 160
undergoing
blebbing as a result of uniform contraction of the cytoskeleton. (a), (b), (c), and (d)
corresponds to 3 , 25 000 , 50 000 , and 70 000 , respectively.The cytoskeleton
rest area after blebbing in this case is 95 2 .
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Figure 4.1.3. This graph shows how the anchor-anchor distance of three systems
change while blebbing.

ﬁgure 4.1.2. This behavior is similar to spinodal decomposition in materials
undergoing phase separation, which is understandable considering that the
cytoskeleton contracts globally, a kind of quench. Also, to note, blebbing in the tests
above occur on a time scale of about 104 or about 200�s, which is considerably

faster than blebbing in cells which occur on a time scale of tens of seconds. This
diﬀerence can be explained by both the lack of explicit solvent in the implicit solvent
model, which normally provides a viscous barrier, and by the fact that the observed
blebs in cells which are about 100 times larger than in our case.
The dependence of the kinetics of blebbing on

is shown in ﬁgures 4.1.3

and 4.1.4 where the anchor-anchor distance and the number of lipids in the main
vesicle are shown versus time. Figure 4.1.3 shows that for the smallest

= 1.79

(green curve), the anchor-anchor distance is almost constant up to about 17 000 .
For

= 1.91 (red curve), the anchor-anchor distance varies weakly with time up to
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Figure 4.1.4. This graph demonstrates the loss of lipids to blebs over time from
from the lipids near the cytoskeleton (the main part of the liposome).
about 5 500 . In the case of

= 2.60, the anchor-anchor distance decreases with

time almost instantly. These results are fairly correlated with those in ﬁgure 4.1.4,
except that the onset of blebbing (deﬁned by the onset of decrease of the relative
number of lipids in the main vesicle shown in ﬁgure 4.1.4) is slightly delayed from
the onset of rapid decrease in the anchor-anchor distance shown in ﬁgure 4.1.3. This
delay is due to the fact that blebbing is preceded by ruﬄing of the membrane as
= 2.60.

shown ﬁgure 4.1.2(a) for the case of
4.2 Blebbing Phase Transition

The blebbing phase, discussed in section 2.2, occurs when the membrane and
cytoskeleton rest area ratio,
∗

=

∗

/

(0)

=

/

, increases past some blebbing transition

. In order to determine the phase behavior of the vesicles with

cytoskeleton, a large number of independent simulations are performed for ﬁxed
values of cytoskeleton rest area,

(0)

, while increasing the vesicle area (or its number
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Figure 4.2.1. Phase diagram on right shows the transition from uniform vesicles.
The solid blue lines corresponds to the phase transition from uniform vesicles to
blebbed vesicles. The order of the transition line is discussed later. Snapshots in the
left shows conﬁgurations of the uniform and blebbed vesicles.
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of lipids). This eﬀectively corresponds to increasing the mismatch parameter, . The
resulting phase diagram is shown in ﬁgure 4.2.1 together with conﬁgurations of the
system at diﬀerent values of

and

(0)

. This ﬁgure clearly shows that for

the vesicles are uniform with almost spherical shape. However, for

>

∗

<

∗

,

, vesicles

are highly anisotropic, composed of a main part in which the lipid membrane is
apposed to the cytoskeleton and a bleb (or a bud) that is devoid of cytoskeleton.
As discussed in section 4.1, the structure of the cytoskeleton is very
dependent on the location in the phase diagram (ﬁgure 4.2.1). In particular,
snapshot (a) in the ﬁgure shows a cytoskeleton that is very compressed. This is due
to the small size of the vesicle which has to contain a relatively large cytoskeleton.
In the same ﬁgure, snapshot (b) has a more expanded and relaxed cytoskeleton due
to a larger vesicle size. Snapshot (b) shows a relaxed cytoskeleton with almost
minimum potential energy. Snapshot (c) shows a stretched cytoskeleton with a
faceted vesicle. The faceting of the vesicle is due to fact that each cytoskeleton
corral is very taught which forces the apposed bilayer to be ﬂat. The faceted vesicles
have 12 vertices, which correspond to the vertices of the original tessellated
icosahedron, which are connected to ﬁve edges.
The cytoskeleton potential energy as a function of
the case of

(0)

= 92

2

is shown in ﬁgure 4.2.2for

. This ﬁgure shows that snapshot (a) in ﬁgure 4.2.1 has a

slightly high potential energy. This is due to the fact that the cytoskeleton here is
signiﬁcantly compressed. We note that the excess potential energy in (a) is due to
the three-body interaction between monomers of the cytoskeleton. (b) in 4.2.1 has
an almost minimal value of the potential energy,The cytoskeleton here has almost
the structure of a relaxed cytoskeleton. Snapshot (c), which corresponds to a
uniform vesicle, right before the blebbed phase, has a very large potential energy.
Figure 4.2.1(c) indicates that the cytoskeleton ﬁlament between two anchors is
straight which implies that the increase in potential energy is due to an increased
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Figure 4.2.2. (Left) The potential energy of the cytoskeleton per corral as a
(0)
function of corral rest area for the case
= 92 2 . The vesicles diameter vary
between 80
and 135 . (Right) The elastic potential energy of a bare planar
cytoskeleton meshwork, as a function of projected corral area. This graph allows
(0)
for obtaining the rest area,
, of the cytoskeleton, indicated by the red drop line.
(a-e) in the top graph corresponds to snapshots (a-e) 4.2.1.

bond length of the cytoskeleton polymer. Snapshots (d) and (e) have a potential
energy equal to that of a relaxed cytoskeleton, corresponding to snapshot (b). It is
interesting to note that the sharp discontinuity in the potential energy in ﬁgure 4.2.2
is an indication that the blebbing transition is ﬁrst order.
4.3 Disruption of the Cytoskeleton Network
The focus now turns to how blebs can be induced by disruption of the cytoskeleton.
Recalling that Tinevez et al.[21] were able to cause blebbing of a suspended
ﬁbroblast by a localized laser-induced damage of the cortical actin, the objective
now is to replicate experiments by causing a localized damage of the cytoskeleton of
an equilibrated uniform vesicle with cytoskeleton. To achieve this, let us consider a
vesicle in the uniform phase right before the transition to the blebbed phase, with
parameters

(0)

= 43.1

2

and mismatch parameter

= 1.9. An anchor is

dissociated from its six cytoskeleton links connected to it, as shown in ﬁgure 4.3.2,
to nucleate a bleb. A snapshot series of blebbing as a result of this disturbance is
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Figure 4.3.1. Sequence, (a-f), of states at times 0 , 1 500 , 3 000 , 9 000 ,
24 000 , and 46 500 following an ablation at 0 .
shown in ﬁgure 4.3.1, together with speed of the bleb’s apex, the diameter of the
bleb’s neck and the average length of the cytoskeleton’s anchor-anchor distance. The
snapshot series show a single bleb appears at the location where the ablation is
made. The initial cap grows rapidly during early times as shown by the increased
speed of the apex. The speed reaches a maximum, then decays at later times. A zero
speed indicates that the bleb eventually stops growing. The qualitative behavior of
the bleb’s speed is similar to that reported by Charras et al. [23]. Figure 4.3.3 also
shows that the diameter of the neck evolves non-monotonically with time.
The cut eliminates tension in the broken strands, allowing neighboring
strands to relax. The relaxation is followed by the retraction of the rest of the
cytoskeleton. Immediately following this cut, a bleb forms, verifying the method.
Further examination of the morphology and kinetics is applied in attempting to
resolve the relationship between the cytoskeleton rest area and bleb size. Bleb
extension, as shown in ﬁgure 4.3.3, is fastest when the neck radius is the highest,
demonstrating that the vesicle needs a larger neck size to accommodate the
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Figure 4.3.2. (a), (b), and (c) show the progression at times 0 , 1500 , and
7500 , respectively, following the cut that took place at 0 . This is the same
system as shown in ﬁgure 4.3.1.
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Figure 4.3.3. Bleb front speed compared with neck response over time. The rest
of the anchors in the liposome show typical relaxation, the dashed red line.

transition. Experiments done by Charras et al. show the extension speed is similar
in a qualitative comparison to the simulated results[23].

The peak front speed of the bleb, 11.81m/s extrapolated from the blue line in

ﬁgure 4.3.3, is quite fast compared to the peak front speed of experimental blebs,
about 0.35�m/s, but given the small size of the bleb, about 40

in diameter, and

the lack of viscous barrier, it is likely the growth is simply unimpeded, which
numerically concurs with similar observations regarding blebbing time scale in
section 4.1. Front speed dependence on neck size, the solid red line in ﬁgure 4.3.3,
shows that the membrane requires a larger perimeter to ﬂow more lipids through the
neck into the bleb. The slowdown near the end demonstrates that the liposome and
bleb are nearing their preferred areas. Testing done on disruptions that separate the
anchor from the transmembrane protein while leaving the cytoskeleton network
intact show similar results.
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4.4 Cytoskeleton with Reversible Adhesion to the Bilayer
In the two previous sections of this chapter, the anchors of the cytoskeleton are
permanently attached to the lipid bilayer. In cells, however, actin can attach and
detach from the bilayer. In this section, the results of many systems, based on an
improved cytoskeleton-bilayer model where the anchors can reversibly attach to and
detach from the bilayer, are presented. The model was parametrized in section 3.2.
Figure 4.4.1 shows the transition line from the case where all cytoskeleton anchors
are attached to the bilayer to the phase where a fraction of the anchors are
detached, as a function of the the mismatch parameter, , and the binding energy of
the anchors to the lipid bilayer,
ℎ,

of

ℎ.

This ﬁgure shows that for high absolute values

all anchors are attached to the bilayer, but that as

ℎ

is increased, some of

the anchors are detached. Right above the transition line, the vesicles are blebbed,
as demonstrated by a series of snapshots for diﬀerent values of
This ﬁgure shows that the vesicles are uniform for
line). At
ℎ

ℎ

ℎ

and

= 1.52.

≥ −15� (below the transition

≤ −14�, the vesicle is blebbed (above the transition line. At

= −12, the vesicle has an egg-shape, without a well deﬁned bleb, and with the

cytoskeleton partially attached to one side of the vesicle. At

ℎ

= −10, the

cytoskeleton is weakly adsorbed to the bilayer, with more than half of its anchors
broken. Figure 4.4.2 is large enough to show detachments more clearly.
4.5 Vesicle Fission
While examining blebbing results for larger vesicles and longer times, a new
mechanic, vesicle ﬁssion as shown in ﬁgure 4.5.1, emerges. Although the cases where
ﬁssion occurs are easy to locate, the details of ﬁssion mechanics are diﬃcult to
observe due to the magnitudes of diﬀerence between the timescales of blebbing and
vesiculating. Thus far, ﬁssion events have not been noted in transmembrane implicit
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Figure 4.4.1. The line shows a strong linear relationship between the adhesion per
junction,
, and the mismatch parameter, . This transition corresponds
ℎ =
(0)
to a depression of a narrow selection, 40 2 ≤
≤ 50 2 , of points from
ﬁgure 4.2.1.
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Figure 4.4.2. This liposome is about 402
in diameter, or about as large as the
smallest archea, Nanoarchaeum Equitans[43]. The liposome contains 1280 corrals,
642 anchors, and 1 580 247 lipids. The adhesion,
ℎ = −16, is weak enough to
detatch many anchors, but not weak enough to separate the entire cytoskeleton
from the liposome. It was run only run for 5 × 104 , but shows a large amount
of blebbing. Note that the elongated bleb on the lower right-hand side shows two
blebs in the process of merging.
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solvent and explicit solvent simulations, possibly due to a time scale, cytoskeleton
conﬁguration, or the presence of pressure. In weak adhesion implicit solvent

simulations, blebbing typically occurs on a 104 time scale, while ﬁssion seems to

occur in the 102 time scale. The time scale diﬀerences make it diﬃcult to eﬃciently

detect exactly what transpires, but through repeated testing and clever detection,
the mechanism for ﬁssion can be determined.

The most notable feature is the formation of a pore through the neck, as seen
in ﬁgure 4.5.2. Due to the incompressible ﬂuid like nature and low lipid ﬂip-ﬂop
rate, the area of each leaﬂet in the liposome remains relatively ﬁxed, even through
the blebbing process. Furthermore, the thickness of the bilayer means that the
overall leaﬂet areas of a single liposome can be quite diﬀerent from any two resulting
vesicles with the same number of lipids, especially for small spherical vesicles. The
fractional diﬀerence in inner and outer leaﬂet areas,
vesicle is simply

where

=

is the radius and

( − )2
2

and

, for a spherical

,

(4.1)

is the thickness of the vesicle. For very large vesicles,

the fraction approaches 1, where the inner and outer leaﬂets have the same areas,
but for very small vesicles, the inner leaﬂet can have considerably less area than the
outer. In other morphologies, the areas of the leaﬂets might be diﬀerent.
In order to vesiculate, the incompressible area of each leaﬂet must change,
and to accommodate that transference, a pore is formed, allowing lipids to transfer
through the walls of the neck. Knowing this, one can examine other systems in
which ﬁssion occurs by using a local leaﬂet splitting function,
function getConnected( )
for all �̂ ⋅ �̂ < cos(�
push

) and

( ,

onto surface list

getConnected( )
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)<

and ≠

do

end for
end function
for a lipid,

, with an end to end vector, �̂ , and its neighbors,

vector, �̂ , within a local cutoﬀ distance,

, with an end to end

= 2 ∗ , and a local angle, �

= 31.8∘ .

These values were obtained assuming that each lipid resides in a small box within

the bilayer. The details of the calculation are available in appendix B. This labeling
is then proceeded by a large step in time to the next conﬁguration which is at least
long enough that vesiculation has ﬁnished. Using the last conﬁguration’s splitting
and the current conﬁguration’s positions, one can visualize clustering of lipids that
moved from the other leaﬂet, as in ﬁgure 4.5.3, indicating where a pore had formed.
The clustering appears in every system whenever ﬁssion has occurred, and
this is interesting because under the Helfrich bending model the intermediate
topology should be that of a stalk[44], not a hole, but the Helfrich bending model
assumes the membrane is a continuous sheet and does not include discontinuities in
line tension when a pore forms. Another interesting observation is that the pore
intermediate also forms during the exocytocis of nano-particles with a lipid
envelope, which were also performed in our lab (yet to be published). Unlike
blebbing, the lipid membrane around the nano-particle has constant curvature and
diminishing neck size. This comparison between the two systems suggests that the
pore is not driven by the decreasing curvature of the bleb as it forms, but by the
diﬀerence in curvature between the liposome and bleb.
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To test the eﬀect of curvature, systems composed of small liposomes, of about

diameter, and corrals with a speciﬁc resting area, each 43

2

, are allowed to

bleb, and another set of systems with four times the area, to account for the extra
cytoskeleton corrals when it is tessellated once more, with the same cytoskeleton
corral rest area are also allowed to bleb. The result of that testing is that the
47

Figure 4.5.1. (a) A 40
vesicle ﬁssion from a 164
liposome. In this
sequence, the adhesion,
ℎ = −24� per anchor, is strong enough to prevent
the junctions from breaking free of the membrane. Note that, at 17000 , there
is a pore in the side of the neck, allowing lipids to move onto the outer layer.
(b) A 52
vesicle ﬁssion from a much smaller 86
liposome. The adhesion,
ℎ = −18� per anchor, is weaker, and it allows for the anchor to detach, before
16000 , then reconnect as the neck shrinks. Again, there is a pore at 23000 , prior
to vesiculation.
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Figure 4.5.2. A Bleb of 25
diameter, on a vesicle of 164
diameter, with
a small pore at the neck. Since the head particles seem to ﬁll the pore, only the
cytoskeletal, tail, and junction particles are being shown for visibility. The pore
provides a quick path to the other side of the membrane to make up for the change
in area during ﬁssion.

systems with higher initial curvature, systems with 320 corrals, resulted in almost no
ﬁssions, and the systems with lower initial curvature, systems with 1280 corrals,
resulted in almost all ﬁssions. Further testing with ﬂat membranes, zero curvature,
shows almost all ﬁssions as well. This demonstrates that it is indeed a size eﬀect,
similar to the depression of freezing point in section A. Interestingly, the tension in
the cytoskeleton, normally brought to the minimum tension during blebbing, did not
seem to reach a minimum tension while vesiculating, and without systematic testing,
the eﬀect remains a mystery.
4.6 Blebbing of Vesicles with Explicit Solvent
Solvent is added to a 100
(0)

(

= 1.4

) ≈ 97

2

liposome with a relaxed cytoskeleton,
and

< 1.75, and it is allowed to relax for about 104 .

After relaxation, the liposome has a 0.17 fraction of it’s solvent moved outside the
liposome, and then it is allowed to relax another 104 . The shape, shown in
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Figure 4.5.3. A slice of the membranes after a ﬁssion event using the local
leaﬂet splitting and stepping by 1 000 . Red and blue are the heads and tails,
respectively, of the inner leaﬂet prior to ﬁssion. Orange and green are the heads
and tails, respectively, of the outer leaﬂet prior to ﬁssion. Note, in the inscribed
circle, that the lipids from the inner layer have ﬂipped onto the outer layer. This
is due to a pore that forms before ﬁssion ﬁnishes. Although not shown, due to the
slicing, the cytoskeleton rests on the lowest part of the membrane in the image.

ﬁgure 4.6.1, after this relaxation is no longer spherical, as expected, and other tests,
with higher solvent fractions removed, resulted in excessive pinching of the
membrane, sort of like an echinocyte. Fixing the pinching would have required much
larger membranes,

, with many more corrals,

, and due to the excessive

time needed, testing was not performed under those conditions. Once it relaxes
again, the cytoskeleton is contracted,

∶ 1.4

→ 0.7

, until it blebs, as seen

in ﬁgure 4.6.2. The simulation, with 4 079 880 particles, executes at about
2.04 /

, and this compares to an implicit solvent simulation, of 305 922

particles and the same initial membrane diameter, execution speed of 11.90 /

So even given the 13.36 times increase in particles, the simulation execution time
only increased by about 5.83 times.

One would believe that pulling a solvent particle from one place and placing

it in another could create shocks in the system, but solvent is taken from regions
50
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Figure 4.6.1. Originally a 100
liposome with 0.17 fraction of the solvent
removed. This hypertonic state lost it’s deﬁnation entirely. Solvent is not shown.

Figure 4.6.2. Continuation of ﬁgure 4.6.1, for 5 × 104 , with the cytoskeleton
contracted. The bleb formation seems to level oﬀ, forcing the cytoskeleton to
remain under tension. Also, the membrane seems to be a lot more rigid than in the
case of implicit solvent.
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where it is only in range of other solvent, which the solvent does not interact with as
described in section 3.3. The removed solvent is then placed randomly into it’s new
position outside of the vesicle and outside it’s range of interaction, so it is unlikely
that there is more excess pressure on any one part of the membrane. The solvent

removal fraction above does not take into account the 0.03 volume fraction that is

lost when the cytoskeleton is contracted, but compared to a volume fraction loss of
between 0.27 and 0.6 in many of the implicit solvent systems, it is probably just a
combination of the volume lost to the cytoskeleton contraction and the statistical
error in trying to calculate the volume.
Performing a series of similar tests with the cytoskeleton in a stressed state
from the beginning, shows that those systems still bleb just after the solvent is
extracted, as expected. Without extracting the solvent, the spherical membrane is
kept in a high tension state that directly counteracts the cytoskeleton tension and,
thus, it cannot, and does not, bleb until solvent is removed. In ﬁgure 4.6.3, the
volume inside similar liposomes with implicit and explicit solvent while undergoing
blebbing is shown as a function of time. The ﬁgure demonstrates that while the
volume inside the liposomes with implicit solvent is not conserved during blebbing,
the volume inside the vesicle with explicit solvent is conserved during blebbing,
despite the lack of solvent-solvent interactions.

Cases where diﬀerent fractions of solvent removed, 0.034 and 0.55, are also

examined under diﬀerent conditions of cytoskeleton contraction. The volume
fraction removal of 0.034 produces no blebs under any level of cytoskeleton

contraction, verifying that the bilayer tension was still too high due to solvent

pressure. The volume fraction removal of 0.55 results in membrane pinching when

the cytoskeleton is allowed to relax under a higher bond length, verifying that too
much solvent was removed. When the cytoskeleton and membrane are under

tension, similar to the implicit solvent cases used for determining the blebbing phase
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Figure 4.6.3. Solvent removed from explicit solvent cases, dashed lines, versus the
loss of volume in an implicit solvent case, solid line.
transition, the liposome with 0.17 fraction of solvent removed produces two blebs,

similar to those in ﬁgure 4.6.2, and the liposome with 0.55 fraction of solvent

removed produces four blebs, the same as the implicit solvent case in ﬁgure 4.6.4.
Overall, the growth times of explicit solvent blebs are faster than the implicit
solvent blebs, and their displacements, as shown in ﬁgure 4.6.5, show that the
implicit solvent bleb growth cases are slightly more complex than explicit solvent
cases. This increase in complexity, due to the increased freedom of transition
conﬁgurations, eﬀectively slows down the bleb growth in the implicit solvent cases,
as shown by the solid lines in ﬁgure 4.6.5. Although the explicit solvent blebs grow
slightly faster earlier on, as shown by the dashed lines in ﬁgure 4.6.5, they reach a
plateau rather quickly due to the conservation of volume imposed by the solvent.
Comparing the bleb growth of implicit solvent cases that have larger necks, such as
the ablated ones in section 4.3, to both the explicit and implicit solvent cases with
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Figure 4.6.4. (a) Three of the four resulting blebs in an implicit solvent that
resulted in a 0.55 volume fraction loss compared to the original liposome volume.
The fourth is hidden behind the liposome. (b) Three of the four resulting blebs
in an explicit solvent with the same 0.55 volume fraction of solvent removed. The
fourth is hidden behind the liposome. The interesting features are the lack of
interesting features.

the same size necks show that the cytoskeleton corral size has at least as large an
eﬀect as the presence of solvent in the system, but the amount of solvent removed,
which impacts the pressure and membrane tension, has a smaller eﬀect.
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Figure 4.6.5. Displacement of the largest blebs over time. The dashed lines are
liposomes, 100
diameter, with explicit solvent where 0.17 and 0.55 solvent
volume fractions, black and red respectively, are removed. The solid blue, green,
and magenta lines are implicit solvent liposomes, 90 , 100 , 90
diameters
respectively. The solid magenta line is the same displacement used to determine the
bleb velocity in ﬁgure 4.3.3, which has the same cytoskeleton conﬁguration with the
exception of a broken anchor.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion

To summarize, the coarse grained molecular dynamics model tested has been shown
to be robust, and the occurrence of blebs, cytoskeleton free protrusions, allowed us
to probe the dynamics of the membrane-cytoskeletal interface. Overall, the testing
matches well with proposed blebbing free energy models, and under a variety of
diﬀerent conditions, it even replicates many experimental modiﬁcations. Notably,
this is perhaps the ﬁrst large scale molecular dynamics study of blebbing. The
vesicles and cytoskeletons presented in this study are large enough to be biologically
relevant, and as such, ﬁll their role as an erythrocyte membrane model nicely. The
key to blebbing was found to be the mismatch, the

parameter, in preferred areas of

the cytoskeleton and membrane patches that caused the blebbing transitions to
occur.
For uniform contractions, two common behaviors arose. For values of

just

above the blebbing transition, a nucleation like process occurred with a delayed
onset. Morphologically, the blebs that resulted from the transition maintained a self
similar appearance throughout their kinetics. For much larger values of

above the

blebbing transition, a much more amorphous transition occurred, analogous to
spinodal decomposition via quenching. Regardless of the behavior, the overall
appearance of these blebs ﬁt well with a theoretical phase transition of a ﬂexible
sheet apposed to an entropic Hookean spring network, but unlike biological systems,
the blebbing occurred on a time scale, 200�s, that is considerably shorter than cells,
tens of seconds. This is likely due to a combination of factors involving viscosity,
pressure, and length scales. Although, experimentally, blebbing shows a wide
variation of time scales.
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Further testing showed that localized damage in the cytoskeleton can lead to
blebbing, which corresponds to experiments involving localized laser ablation and
ﬁlament depletion. It shows that sudden dissociation of strands in the cytoskeleton,
regardless of whether the onset is due to chemical or mechanical forces, is largely a
mechanical process related to the blebbing phase transition. The location of the
damage is also the nucleation site for the bleb, and by creating a nucleation site in
the cytoskeleton, we were able to accurately track the bleb’s front speed and neck
size. Using the bleb’s front speed, we found that, as before, our time scale is quite
fast; although, the front speed was qualitatively similar to experimental results. The
peak enlargement of the neck corresponds well with the peak front speed, showing
that lipids require more room to ﬂow into the bleb when it is growing fastest.
Weak adhesion of the anchors proved to be fruitful in understanding how the
strength of the adhesion aﬀected the resulting bleb formation and the depression of
the blebbing phase transition. While not necessarily accurate in understanding
normal erythrocyte blebbing, it does show how blebbing morphologies change with
increasing cytoskeleton-membrane dissociation, similar to how malaria operates
when it invades erythrocytes. An improvement might be made by using
transmembrane proteins for the ends of the cytoskeleton strands and using a weakly
adhered protein in the center, which is much closer to how an erythrocyte
theoretically allows proteins to pass between cytoskeleton corrals. Morphologically,
this set of systems is quite diverse.
When it came to vesiculation, another morphological change, the formation of
pores, was needed to accommodate out the diﬀerence of lipid areas in the vesicles
after ﬁssion. For erythrocytes, this is a likely pathway for vesicle formation due to
their cellular inactivity, but in other cells that show a wider variety of responses to
stimuli, it more likely that some combination of chemical, protein, and mechanical
stimuli cause blebbing. For reversible adhesive anchor testing, the
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Figure 5.0.1. With a break in a junction from the membrane, its eﬀect shown
by arrow pointing down, the membrane blebs and the cytoskeleton attempts to
relax prior to the normal phase transition. After it blebs, a vesicle pinches oﬀ
and becomes uniform again, eﬀectively reducing the lipid area,
, and lowering
the mismatch parameter, with its overall eﬀect shown by the arrow pointing left.
During this process, the cytoskeleton reattachment did not seem to go to the
minimum energy state, as occurs with blebbing that does not vesiculate.

blebbing-vesiculation cycle is best shown by the transformation of cytoskeletal stress
in ﬁgure 5.0.1. Interestingly, while the pores themselves serve the purpose of
changing membrane areas in conjunction with the absence of lipid ﬂipping activity,
issues identifying the forces that produce them need to be addressed. Typically,
holes form due to outward tension on a portion of bilayer, but the only available
outward tension known is due to the competition of curvatures within the liposome
and forming bleb. Overall, the appearance of pores suggests the neck is not a simple
saddle point.
Much of the testing revolved around an implicit solvent model with poor
volume retention, but in conditions similar to the uniform contraction situations, an
explicit solvent was added to create a volume constraint. This solvent is a novel way
to maintain hydrostatics throughout time, but due to it only interacting with
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membrane, hydrodynamics are not conserved, which was shown by testing a tracer.
Although solvent was shown to work well in conserving the solvent volume, the
eﬀect of changing solvent viscosity on the bilayer itself has not been tested
systematically. Another notable feature was how well the solvent aﬀected the
membrane’s tension, by not allowing it to bleb until the solvent was moved outside,
a kind of quick osmotic pressure drop.
Currently, limitations in the model exist, but with time, these will be
addressed. The largest issue being the small size eﬀects, but with more powerful
computers, this issue will be nulliﬁed. Some pieces of the model, such as solvent and
membrane bending rigidity, need more data to verify their scaling with respect to
other parameters, such as diﬀusion time scales. Other additions and tests are yet to
be explored. One such test is the eﬀect of a realistic osmotic pressure. The test
could be performed using a Monte-Carlo selection process of inner and outer solvent
particles using a chemical potential. Another possibility is a fully self-assembled
cytoskeleton. This type of cytoskeleton could show how chemistry aﬀects the
morphological behavior of cellular membranes. Another possibility might be how the
cytoskeleton aﬀects multicomponent membrane mixing.
Of course, many of these simulations could potentially take a considerable
amount of time. Self assemblies, large systems, and solvent systems are all
notoriously slow, but many technological methods are available to achieve higher
throughput for larger and longer simulations. The advent of programmable general
purpose graphics processing units, through easy to use languages like CUDA and
OpenCL can achieve one or two magnitudes of increased computing power based on
our own testing.
In general, the blebbing process seems like a small piece of cellular activity,
but in understanding its behavior, one realizes how interconnected it is with all
cellular processes. Apoptosis, programmed cell death, is universally recognizable by
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a fast contraction and blebbing, not unlike our uniform contractions, and under
certain conditions, cells do not undergo apoptosis. So one can see how these kind of
physics approaches can be very useful for further understanding biological systems,
and may even have medical applications, since understanding blebbing is pertinent
to cancer research.
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Appendix A
Gelling

For large unilamellar vesicles (LUVs), the gelling transition occurs at the same point
as ﬂat membranes, but for smaller unilamellar vesicles (SUVs), it was found that the
gelling transition occurred at much lower temperatures and heat capacity, as shown
by the graph in ﬁgure A.0.1. This was found to correlate well[38] with the case of an
experiment, by Nagato et al, that determined the heat capacity for SUV’s,
composed of dimyristoylphosphatidylcholine (DMPC), diminished as the average
size of the vesicle decreased[2]. Further investigation[38] required a measurement
that could localize the the eﬀect of the anomaly, and an obvious measurement is the
local chain order parameter,
=

1

⟨∑
=1

⟩

,

where each normalized end to end vector, �̂ , is correlated to the local normal vector,

�̂ , by a local orientation parameter,

1
= ⟨3(�̂ ⋅ �̂ )2 − 1⟩.
2

For clarity, the local normal vector is a normalized average of the neighboring end to
end vectors, and the local orientation vector can be seen as a sort of deviance from
that average. Prior to ﬁnding the local order parameter, the bilayer was split using a
condition,

if �̂ ⋅ ̂ > 0 then

�̂ is on the outer layer
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Figure A.0.1. The legend shows radius of vesicles in nanometers. The inset
graph has axii with the same units, but the vertical scaling is linear rather than
logarithmic. Note that as the vesicle radius decreases, the heat capacity diminishes.

else

�̂ is on the inner layer

end if

where ̂ is the unit vector pointing from the system’s center of mass to the particle.
As an aside, a recursive version of the splitting condition has other uses, and one

such use is covered in section 4.5. Once the splitting condition was applied, it was
easy to see that the inner layer’s disorder was having a very strong eﬀect on the
ability of the membrane to reach gel phase, as shown in ﬁgure A.0.3. A look at the
most ordered and disordered lipids for each layer, as in ﬁgures A.0.4 and A.0.5,
conﬁrmed the eﬀect comes from the edges, and another observation was the excess
space created near the edges and corners, as in (c) of ﬁgure A.0.2.
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Figure A.0.2. (a) The tails of a 64
diameter vesicle in ﬂuid phase, with a
temperature corresponding to 3 in our model. Note the highly disordered lipids
on it’s surface. (b) The same vesicle annealed to gel phase, with a temperature
corresponding to 1.5 in our model. The lipids become highly ordered near the
facets, and at the edges the lipids tend to remain disordered. (c) A cutaway of
lipids, from a 6
radius vesicle at a temperature of 1.5, in a corner where the
bonds are shown, and the lipid layers are darker for the inner layer and lighter for
the outer layer. Splaying is displayed most strongly in this case due to the smaller
size; this is a common size eﬀect.
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Figure A.0.3. Local order parameter for each leaﬂet of a vesicle as size decreases.
The upper graph is for the inner leaﬂet, and the lower graph is for the outer leaﬂet.
Inﬂection points of the inner leaﬂet are similar in their position as the heat capacity
peaks found in ﬁgure A.0.1. As the inner leaﬂet’s freezing point decouples from the
outer layer, the inﬂection point moves down.
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Figure A.0.4. A sequence of a small, 22
diameter, liposome, tails only,
undergoing freezing in a stepwise fashion. The colors, red and blue, represent the
local order of the lipid, high and low respectively. The inner layer, on the left,
has a delayed freezing onset, and the outer layer freezes at nearly that of a ﬂat
membrane.
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Figure A.0.5. A sequence of a large, 64
diameter, liposome, tails only,
undergoing freezing in a stepwise fashion. The colors, red and blue, represent the
local order of the lipid, high and low respectively. Both the inner and outer layer
freeze at approximately the same time, just like that of a ﬂat membrane.
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Appendix B
Recursive Splitting Functions

To split a lipid surface, as done in section 4.5, we start with a splitting criteria,
function getConnected( )
for all �̂ ⋅ �̂ < cos(�
push

) and

( ,

onto surface list

)<

and ≠

do

getConnected( )
end for
end function
which deﬁnes our surface as a set of lipids, , such that our surfaces are deﬁned for
all the lipids,

, and their neighbors,

and a cutoﬀ distance

, that are grouped by a nearby angle, �

. This really only deﬁnes one surface set connected to lipid

. A c++ function would probably look more or less like this:
Listing B.1: getConnected
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

,

template <typename T>
void getConnected( std :: vector < threeVector <T> > &a,
std :: vector < threeVector <T> > &eToE,
std :: vector <int > & surface ,
std :: vector <int > &surfIndex ,
int i )
{
int nSurfElements=0;
int currentElement= surface . s i z e ();
// mark the surface
for(int j = i +1; j <a. s i z e (); j ++)
{
// see the standard cmath library for cos
if(eToE[ i ].dotProduct(eToE[ j ])> cos (thetaRef*M_PI/180.0)
&& a[ i ]. distance (a[ j ])<rRef && surfIndex [ j ]== -1)
{
surface .push_back( j );
surfIndex [ j ]= surfIndex [ i ];
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20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

}

}

}

nSurfElements++;

// traverse the surface
for(int j =currentElement; j <nSurfElements+currentElement; j ++)
getConnected(a, eToE, surface , surfIndex , surface [ j ]);

In listing B.1, the data type refered to as ”threeVector” is just a struct or
class with a variety of public members. The public members ”x”, ”y”, and ”z”
coorespond to the components of a Euclidean vector. The public member function
”dotProduct” takes another threeVector type and returns the result of the dot
product between itself and the other threeVector; it does not modify its own public
members. Similar to ”dotProduct”, the public member functions ”distance” and
”magnitude” computes the distance and magnitude, but ”magnitude” does not take
any input other than itself. The threeVector construct could be expanded to perform
many other vector operations, depending on the needs of the person using the
object. It could look something like this:
Listing B.2: ”threeVector”
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

template <typename T>
struct threeVector {
// regular old data
union {
struct {T x,y,z ;};
T s [3];
};
// initializer
threeVector (){};
// destructor
~threeVector (){};
// math functions
T distanceSqr (T vec)
{
threeVector d;
d.x=this ->x-vec.x;
d.y=this ->y-vec.y;
d.z=this ->z-vec.z;
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26
27
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29
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44
45
46
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49
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52
53
54

};

return d.x*d.x+
d.y*d.y+
d.z*d.z;

T distance (T vec)
{
threeVector d;
d.x=this ->x-vec.x;
d.y=this ->y-vec.y;
d.z=this ->z-vec.z;
// see the standard cmath library for sqrt
return sqrt (d.x*d.x+
d.y*d.y+
d.z*d.z);
};
T magnitude()
{
return sqrt (this ->x*this ->x+
this ->y*this ->y+
this ->z*this ->z);
};

};

T dotProduct(T vec)
{
T buf=0;
buf+= this ->x*vec.x;
buf+= this ->y*vec.y;
buf+= this ->z*vec.z;
return buf;
};

Of course, we need to determine suitable values for
(”thetaRef”) in listing B.1. An easy value for

(”rRef”) and �

is twice the interaction cutoﬀ

distance, 2 ∗ , from section 3.1. It is a useful quantity because it deﬁnes the

maximum distance that particles might interact and it is as thick as the bilayer, on
average. �

is a little more diﬃcult, but we can make some assumptions about

most of the lipids in the bilayer. First, we can assume they are nearly rigid rods that
tend to line up in parallel, normal to the bilayer surface. Second, we can assume

that a single conﬁguration displays a continuous spread of angles from zero to 360∘ .

For a narrow group of lipids conﬁned to a bilayer patch, its area deﬁned by

= 2 ∗ , we would ﬁnd two narrow distributions of lipids with average end to
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end vectors that have angles of 0 and 180∘ to the normal of the surface patch.

The spread of those angular distributions can be calculated by the angular

ﬂuctuations of lipids that are sheets of rigid rods in a two dimensional ﬂuid phase,
but, in lieu of such an argument, consider the areal density of such a patch, .
Assuming the length of the lipid to be nearly that of its bond length,
by the number of bonds,

sin−1
0.5

,

0.5

0.5

, multiplied

, in a lipid, we ﬁnd that a lipid has a maximum angle

, assuming it is a rod that rests in a box with x, y, and z dimensions of

, and (

2

−2∗

) . Using the values found in section 3.7, we ﬁnd that

2 0.5

there exsits a maximum angle, and therefore our �

= 35∘ . Although, the value

used in section 4.5 was a slightly smaller 31.8∘ due to the slight inaccuracy in the

calculation at longer ranges. The inaccuracy is due to the anisotropic nature of the
box in which the lipid resides and, also, the assumption that we have an extremely
rigid lipid.
Now that we found the constants, lets examine our initial conditions for
splitting the surface using the code in listing B.1. The getConnected() function takes
ﬁve parameters. A reference to a vector ”a” of type threeVector, line 2, is the center
of mass positions of lipids in our conﬁguration. A reference to a vector ”eToE” of
type threeVector, line 3, is a normalized end to end vector of each lipid, the same
lipids as ”a”. A reference to a vector ”surface” of integer type, line 4, is the list of
surface lipid indices on exactly one surface. A reference to a vector ”surfIndex” of
integer type, line 5, where each element of the vector is a mapping of a lipid index to
the index of the current surface. Finally, integer ”i”, line 6, is an index to the
current lipid being tested. Initially, we mark the surface lipids that fall into our
splitting criteria, lines 14 and 15, which is the same as the criteria presented in
section 4.5 with one addition. Prior to the execution of this function, the ”a.size()”
number of elements in the ”surfIndex” vector should be initialized to ”-1” in order to
show it is unmarked. After the surface is marked, we continue to traverse the
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marked elements, recursively on lines 24 and 25.
To examine the model conﬁgurations, that give rise to the initial conditions of
the above listing, consider a liposome built in the same manner as the liposome in
section 3.2. That is, a liposome with lipids placed in a helical conﬁguration from one
pole to the opposite pole:
Listing B.3: Building a Liposome
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

template <typename T>
std :: vector < threeVector <T> > liposome(int nLipids ,
int lipidLength ,
T bondLength,
T arealDensity ,
threeVector <double > pos)
{
// lipidParticles data structure ,
// just assume HEAD1 , TAIL1 , TAIL1 , ... , HEAD2 , TAIL2 , TAIL2 , ...
std :: vector < threeVector <T> > l i p i d P a r t i c l e s ;
// radius at center of bilayer
T radius = sqrt (((T) nLipids / arealDensity )/(4.0*M_PI));
// number of inner and outer lipids adjusted by density
int inner = nLipids *pow( radius ,2.0)/
(pow( radius ,2.0)+
pow( radius + static_cast <T>( lipidLength *2 -1)
*bondLength,2.0));
int outer=nLipids - inner ;
std ::cout << " Number of inner lipids : " << inner << '\n';
std ::cout << " Number of outer lipids : " << outer << '\n';
// Constants for our inner spiral
T s =3.6/ sqrt ( static_cast <T>( inner ));
T dz=2.0/ static_cast <T>( inner );
// Some initial values for our inner spiral
T length =0;
T z=1.0 -dz/2.0;
// do our inner spiral
for(int i =0; i < inner ; i ++)
{
// spiral radius , notice it is
// adjusted to 1.0 from origin ?
T r = sqrt (1.0 -z*z);
for(int j =0; j < lipidLength ; j ++)
{
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59
60
61
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64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
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80
81
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83
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85
86
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88
89
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threeVector <T> p;
// the spiral radius is adjusted to
// the radius we want in this step
p.x=pos.x+ r * cos ( length )
*( radius +bondLength
* static_cast <T>( j ));
p.y=pos.y+ r * sin ( length )
*( radius +bondLength
* static_cast <T>( j ));
p.z=pos.z+z
*( radius +bondLength
* static_cast <T>( j ));
//p.type =(j ==0)? HEAD:TAIL;

}

}

// place it on our list
l i p i d P a r t i c l e s .push_back(p);

// adjustment to get our next spiral point
z=z-dz;
length = length + s / r ;

// Some new constants for our outer spiral
s =3.6/ sqrt ( static_cast <T>( outer ));
dz=2.0/ static_cast <T>( outer );
// reinitialize our initial values for the outer spiral
length =0;
z=1.0 -dz/2.0;
for(int i =0; i <outer; i ++)
{
// spiral radius , notice it is
// adjusted to 1.0 from origin ?
T r = sqrt (1.0 -z*z);
for(int j = lipidLength -1; j >-1; j --)
{
threeVector <T> p;
// the spiral radius is adjusted to
// the radius we want in this step
p.x=pos.x+ r * cos ( length )
*( radius +(bondLength
* static_cast <T>( lipidLength + j )));
p.y=pos.y+ r * sin ( length )
*( radius +(bondLength
* static_cast <T>( lipidLength + j )));
p.z=pos.z+z
*( radius +(bondLength
* static_cast <T>( lipidLength + j )));
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//p.type =(j== lipidLength -1)? HEAD:TAIL;

}

}
}

// place it on our list
l i p i d P a r t i c l e s .push_back(p);

// adjustment to get our next spiral point
z=z-dz;
length = length + s / r ;

return l i p i d P a r t i c l e s ;

Listing B.3 will space ”nLipids” lipids in each layer almost the same arc-length
distance apart with an areal density of ”arealDensity”. The eﬀective pattern that
they are arranged in is twice ”lipidLength” number of spiral shells that have a
thickness of ”bondLength”. While the lipid particles are being placed in each shell,
they are actually expanded from a sphere of radius one and have their accumulated
center of mass oﬀset adjusted by the ”pos” variable.
Now lets see if we can determine which surfaces are interior and exterior. The
ﬁrst thing needed is a way to set up our volumes; for this, lets use the cell data
structure in section 3.1. Initially, we will value empty cells with ”-1” and then
proceed to ﬁll the cells by swapping a cell’s value with a particle that resides in the
cell. All of this assumes an implicit solvent ﬁlls the empty cells. Now we need to
determine a generic length for a long vector traversing the volume, as in
section 3.11. For this we will make three groups of indices cooresponding to the x, y,
and z coordinates with the deﬁnition ”threeVector< std::vector<bool> > group”.
Each element of these groups will coorespond to a planer span of the system with
the same thickness as a cell. Initially, it they will be untraversed. To traverse the
volume, we will use a recursive volume traversal function, similar to the surface
traversal in listing B.1:
Listing B.4: Volume Traversal
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53

void traverseVolume(
std :: vector <int > &volume,
std :: vector <int > & c e l l s ,
threeVector <int > & nCells ,
threeVector < std :: vector <bool > > &group,
int &currentVolume,
int i )
{
// list of nearby cells
std :: vector <int > nearbyCells;
// decode the hash , inverse of cell ()
int x= i % nCells .x;
int y=( i / nCells .x)% nCells .y;
int z=( i /( nCells .x* nCells .y));
// marked along a generic path
group.x[x]= true;
group.y[y]= true;
group.z[z]= true;
// mark the 26 nearby volumes if empty
//a, b, and c are offsets for x, y and z
for(int a= -1;a<2;a++)
for(int b= -1;b<2;b++)
for(int c= -1;c <2; c ++)
{
// our next volume coordinates
// with periodic wrapping
int xx=(x+a+ nCells .x)% nCells .x;
int yy=(y+b+ nCells .y)% nCells .y;
int zz =(z+c+ nCells .z)% nCells .z;
// encode hash for new point ,
// same as cell (), but for integers
int j =xx+
yy* nCells .x+
zz* nCells .x* nCells .y;
// is it empty and has it been traversed ?
if( c e l l s [ j ]== -1 && volume[ j ]== -1 && i != j )
{
// mark it
volume[ j ]=currentVolume;

}

}

// place it on list for traversal
nearbyCells.push_back( j );

// traverse the nearby volumes
for(int j =0; j <nearbyCells. s i z e (); j ++)
{
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}

}

traverseVolumes(volume,
cells ,
nCells ,
group,
currentVolume,
nearbyCells[ j ]);

One thing to note is that we do not actually need to know where a particle is
exactly. The cell data structure is actually a box shaped approximation applied to
spherical particles. This periodic box is traversed by selecting an initial cell, ”i” on
line 7, and selecting nearby cells until they are exhausted. While it traverses the
volume to ﬁnd out the length of our group, it also marks the connected volumes in
the ”volume” variable, found on line 2. One thing to note is that this particular
implementation does not work well for volumes that are not simply connected. To
work properly for volumes that are not simply connected, one would need to conﬁrm
for sure that the end points of our accessible vector actually connect to their own
ends. The initial conditions for the algorithm in listing B.4 are best expressed in this
rather long listing of a complete system of lipids:
Listing B.5: Simple Program
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

struct keyVal {
int key;
int value;
};
int main()
{
// initial conditions
threeVector <double > s i z e ; // system size
s i z e .x=70;
s i z e .y=70;
s i z e .z =70;
threeVector <double > pos; // center of mass position of liposome
pos.x= s i z e .x/2.0;
pos.y= s i z e .y/2.0;
pos.z= s i z e .z /2.0;
double arealDensity =3.11;
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int lipidLength =3;
double bondLength=0.7;
int nLipids =10000;
double rc =1.5;
// all the variables we are interested in
// our particles :
std :: vector <threeVector <double > > a;
// lipid center of masses :
std :: vector <threeVector <double > > com;
// end to end vectors of lipids :
std :: vector <threeVector <double > > eToE;
// lipid surfaces :
std :: vector < std :: vector <int > > surfaces ;
// surface indices for lipids :
std :: vector <int > surfIndex ;
// head indices of our cells :
std :: vector <int > c e l l s ;
// linked list and cell key list:
std :: vector <keyVal> hashIndices ;
// keys for our volumes :
std :: vector <int > volume;
// marking of interior and exterior volumes :
std :: vector <bool > i n t e r i o r ;
// make our liposome
// assume particles are grouped
// a={ HEAD1 , TAIL1 , TAIL1 , ... , HEAD2 , TAIL2 , TAIL2 , ...}
a=liposome(nLipids , lipidLength , bondLength, arealDensity , pos);
// output all points for xyz format readable by VMD
std :: fstream inputPoints;
inputPoints.open(" liposome .xyz", std :: i o s ::app | std :: i o s ::out);
inputPoints << a. s i z e () << "\ nTest\n";
for(int i =0; i <a. s i z e (); i ++)
if( i %3==0)
inputPoints << HELIUM << '\t'
<< a[ i ].x << '\t'
<< a[ i ].y << '\t'
<< a[ i ].z << '\n';
else
inputPoints << LITHIUM << '\t'
<< a[ i ].x << '\t'
<< a[ i ].y << '\t'
<< a[ i ].z << '\n';
inputPoints. c l o s e ();
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123
124
125
126
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// center of mass buffer
threeVector <double > bufCom;
bufCom.x=0;
bufCom.y=0;
bufCom.z =0;
// get all of our center of masses and end to end vectors
for(int i =0, l i p i d =0; i <a. s i z e (); i ++)
{
if( i % lipidLength ==0 && i !=0)
{
// average center of mass
bufCom.x=bufCom.x/ static_cast <double >( lipidLength );
bufCom.y=bufCom.y/ static_cast <double >( lipidLength );
bufCom.z=bufCom.z/ static_cast <double >( lipidLength );
// place it on our list
com.push_back(bufCom);
// get our end to end vector , then turn it into a unit vector
threeVector <double > bufEtoE;
bufEtoE.x=a[ i -1].x-a[ i - lipidLength ].x;
bufEtoE.y=a[ i -1].y-a[ i - lipidLength ].y;
bufEtoE.z=a[ i -1].z-a[ i - lipidLength ].z;
bufEtoE.x=bufEtoE.x/bufEtoE.magnitude();
bufEtoE.y=bufEtoE.y/bufEtoE.magnitude();
bufEtoE.z=bufEtoE.z/bufEtoE.magnitude();
// place it on our list
eToE.push_back(bufEtoE);
// reset center of mass for the next average
bufCom.x=0.0;
bufCom.y=0.0;
bufCom.z =0.0;

}

}

// not used , but indicative of where we are
l i p i d ++;

// just add center of masses to build our average
bufCom.x=bufCom.x+a[ i ].x;
bufCom.y=bufCom.y+a[ i ].y;
bufCom.z=bufCom.z+a[ i ].z;

// we are using -1 to flag a surface that hasn 't been indexed
for(int i =0; i <com. s i z e (); i ++)
surfIndex .push_back( -1);
// check all points
for(int i =0; i <com. s i z e (); i ++)
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{

// locate points that haven 't been indexed
if( surfIndex [ i ]== -1)
{
std :: vector <int > surface ;
// first element of our surface
surface .push_back( i );
surfIndex [ i ]= surfaces . s i z e ();
// split the layers , find all points connected to com[i]
getConnected(com,eToE, surface ,surfIndex , i );

}

}

// place our surface on our list
surfaces .push_back( surface );

//now , which lipids are connected to the " outside " and " inside "?
// set up variables for cell list
threeVector <int > nCells ;
threeVector <double > cellDim;
// n_coor
nCells .x= f l o o r ( s i z e .x/ rc );
nCells .y= f l o o r ( s i z e .y/ rc );
nCells .z= f l o o r ( s i z e .z/ rc );
// l_coor
cellDim.x= s i z e .x/ static_cast <double >( nCells .x);
cellDim.y= s i z e .y/ static_cast <double >( nCells .y);
cellDim.z= s i z e .z/ static_cast <double >( nCells .z);
// initialize our cells
for(int i =0; i < nCells .x* nCells .y* nCells .z; i ++)
c e l l s .push_back( -1);
// set up our linked list and initialize hash
for(int i =0; i <a. s i z e (); i ++)
{
// c_coor
int x= f l o o r (a[ i ].x/cellDim.x);
int y= f l o o r (a[ i ].y/cellDim.y);
int z= f l o o r (a[ i ].z/cellDim.z);

}

keyVal buf;
// for our linked list
buf.value= i ;
// encode hash , cell(c_x ,c_y ,c_z)
buf.key=x+y* nCells .x+z* nCells .x* nCells .y;
hashIndices .push_back(buf);
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// fill our cells and linked lists
for(int i =0; i <a. s i z e (); i ++)
{
// push a particle onto list
int buf= c e l l s [ hashIndices [ i ].key];
c e l l s [ hashIndices [ i ].key]= hashIndices [ i ]. value;
hashIndices [ i ]. value=buf;
}
// now all empty cells contain a -1
// full cells contain the first index
// of a linked list
// initialize volume keys at -1
for(int i =0; i < nCells .x* nCells .y* nCells .z; i ++)
volume.push_back( -1);
// start with first volume label
int currentVolume=0;
// traverse and assign volumes
for(int i =0; i < nCells .x* nCells .y* nCells .z; i ++)
{
// has the empty volume been clustered ?
if(volume[ i ]== -1 && c e l l s [ i ]== -1)
{
// to determine group traversal
threeVector < std :: vector <bool > > group;
// assume they are untraversed
for(int j =0; j < nCells .x; j ++)
group.x.push_back( false );
for(int j =0; j < nCells .y; j ++)
group.y.push_back( false );
for(int j =0; j < nCells .z; j ++)
group.z.push_back( false );
volume[ i ]=currentVolume;
// traverse volumes of cells
traverseVolumes(volume,
cells ,
nCells ,
group,
currentVolume,
i );
currentVolume++;
// assume all directions are traversed
threeVector <bool > traversed ;
traversed .x=true;
traversed .y=true;
traversed .z=true;
// check to see if all conditions are true
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for(int j =0; j < nCells .x; j ++)
traversed .x= traversed .x && group.x[ j ];
for(int j =0; j < nCells .y; j ++)
traversed .y= traversed .y && group.y[ j ];
for(int j =0; j < nCells .z; j ++)
traversed .z= traversed .z && group.z[ j ];

}

}

// now check if it is interior
if( traversed .x ||
traversed .y ||
traversed .z)
{
i n t e r i o r .push_back( false );
}
else
{
i n t e r i o r .push_back(true );
}

// some information
std ::cout << i n t e r i o r . s i z e () << " volumes found!" << std :: endl;
for(int i =0; i < i n t e r i o r . s i z e (); i ++)
std ::cout << " Volume " << i << " is " <<
( i n t e r i o r [ i ]?" inner .":" outer .") << std :: endl;
// how many lipids are inner and outer?
// let 's look at head groups
int innerHeads=0;
int outerHeads=0;
// we will search linked lists
for(int i =0; i < nCells .x* nCells .y* nCells .z; i ++)
{
// look through linked list until
// particles run out (-1)
for(int j = c e l l s [ i ]; j != -1; j = hashIndices [ j ]. value)
{
// every third particle
// is a head group
if( j %3==0)
{
// decode the hash ,
// inverse of cell ()
int x= i % nCells .x;
int y=( i / nCells .x)% nCells .y;
int z=( i /( nCells .x* nCells .y));
bool inner ;
int found=0;
// mark the 26 nearby volumes if empty
//a, b, and c are offsets for x, y and z
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for(int a=-1;a<2;a++)
for(int b=-1;b<2;b++)
for(int c=-1;c <2; c ++)
{
// our next volume coordinates
// with periodic wrapping
int xx=(x+a+ nCells .x)% nCells .x;
int yy=(y+b+ nCells .y)% nCells .y;
int zz =(z+c+ nCells .z)% nCells .z;
// encode hash for new point ,
// same as cell ()
int k=xx+
yy* nCells .x+
zz* nCells .x* nCells .y;
// is the volume empty?
if( c e l l s [k]== -1)
{
if( inner != i n t e r i o r [volume[k]])
found++;
// check for interior
inner = i n t e r i o r [volume[k]];

}
}
// check if both inner and outer were found
if(found >1)
{
std ::cout << " Undetermined !\n";
}

}

}

}

if( inner )
{
innerHeads++;
}
else
{
outerHeads++;
}

std ::cout << " Number of inner head groups : " <<
innerHeads << std :: endl;
std ::cout << " Number of outer head groups : " <<
outerHeads << std :: endl;
// output all points for xyz format readable by VMD
std :: fstream outputPoints;
outputPoints.open(" outputSurfaces .xyz",
std :: i o s ::app | std :: i o s ::out);
outputPoints << com. s i z e () << "\nTest\n";
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for(int i =0; i <com. s i z e (); i ++)
outputPoints << surfIndex [ i ] << '\t'
<< com[ i ].x << '\t'
<< com[ i ].y << '\t'
<< com[ i ].z << '\n';
outputPoints. c l o s e ();
}

return 0;

Listing B.5 is rather daunting, but it can be broken up into several pieces.
First, under ”main()”, lines 8 to 23 are the initial conditions of the system; these can
be adjusted however one would like. Lines 25 to 51 are all the groups we are
interested in splitting or indexing. Lines 53 to 73 make a liposome, as per listing B.3,
and then outputs it to a ﬁle, ”liposome.xyz”, in a format readable by Visual
Moleculer Dynamics, VMD, created by the theoretical and computational biophysics
group at the University of Illinois. ”HELIUM” and ”LITHIUM” are the atomic
numbers of their respective elements. Lines 75 to 120 locate each lipids end to end
vector and normalize them. Lines 122 to 124 initialize our surface list, and lines 126
to 144 create the surface list as per listing B.1. Lines 148 to 189 ﬁll our cell data
structure and its cooresponding linked list. Lines 195 to 197 initialize our volume
keys to ﬂag them as empty. Lines 199 to 255 search the space for empty volumes and
indexes them according to whether they are interior or exterior, as per listing B.4.
Lines 257 to 261 output information found about the volumes. Lines 263 to 332
examine the lipids and volumes to determine if lipid heads face the inner or outer
volumes. Lines 334 to 337 output exactly the same information on lines 22 and 23 of
listing B.3, showing volume traversal algorithm works. Lines 339 to 349 output the
lipid surfaces found in lines 126 to 144, which shows the surface traversal algorithm
(”getConnected()”) works. Note that although the standard library’s include ﬁles
are not shown, the ones needed are ”iostream”, ”vector”, ”fstream”, and ”cmath”.
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